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1 CNT-300: Prepare the BCPT-3400 
tool and CNT-300 cable.
CNT-500: Prepare the BCPT-5600 
tool and CNT-500 cable.

2 Hold the tool, depress the lever. Insert the 
cable across the cartridge to the edge of the 
tool, in the direction of the arrow.

4

3 Spin the tool forward 5 to 8 revolutions 
and then 3 to 5 backward.

Squeeze the tool open and remove 
it from the cable.

5 Insert the cable into the slitter blade hole in 
the side of the tool. Line the slitter blade up 
with the rotational cut.

6 Squeeze and hold the tool closed 
while  pulling in from the cable.

7 8Peel the split jacket from the cable 
with fingers or pliers.

Completed the Jacket & braid stripping. 9 Peel the foam from the cable with 
fingers or pliers.
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Completed the foam & outer conductor stripping, exposing center conductor. 

Tip 1: If a longer center conductor is required, extend 
          the end of the cable past the edge of the cartridge 
          to the desired length.
Tip 2: When depressing the lever, a tab will move up 
          between the blades and remove any remaining 
          debris.

Note: The notched blade in the cartridge eliminates the risk of scoring the center conductor and cuts through the jacket, braid, 
          foil and dielectric leaving the center conductor exposed. The shallow blade cuts through only the jacket of the cables.
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